
Aspects of tone-mapping in the context of 
processing camera captured HDR video material

The HDR video pipeline

Tone-mapping for HDR video



Tone-mapping principles



Tone-mapping principles
• Tone-curve 

• Scaling 
• Logarithmic/exponential 
• Sigmoid 
• Histogram based 
• Other 

• Processing 
• Global - constant tone-curve 
• Local - spatially varying tone-curve 

• Intent 
• Visual system simulators (VSS) 
• Scene reproduction operators (SRP) 
• Best subjective quality operators (BSQ)



The tone-mapping pipeline
An example of a common approach for constructing 
a tone-mapping system



Tone-curve

Edge-pres. filter

HDR input

Detail layerBase layer

Tone mapping

Edge pres. filter:   Bilateral filter 
Tone-curve:           Sigmoid S-curve
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The tone-mapping pipeline



Video tone-mapping
The challenges in tone-mapping of HDR video 
material, as compared to using static images



Video tone-mapping
• Tone-mapping well-explored 

• Many algorithms, for a wide range of purposes 
• Temporally adaptive operators have been around for almost 2 

decades 

• High-quality camera captured HDR video 
• Dedicated camera systems for HDR video 
• Appeared about 5 years ago 
• Different properties compared to static multi-exposure

• FERWERDA J. A., PATTANAIK S. N., SHIRLEY P., GREEN- BERG D. P.: A model 
of visual adaptation for realistic image synthesis. In Proceedings of the 23rd annual 
conference on Computer graphics and interactive techniques (New York, NY, USA, 1996), 
SIGGRAPH ’96, ACM, pp. 249–258.

• PATTANAIK S. N., TUMBLIN J., YEE H., GREENBERG D. P.: Time-dependent 
visual adaptation for fast realistic image display. In Proc. SIGGRAPH 00 (2000), Annual 
Conference Series, pp. 47–54. 

• DURAND F., DORSEY J.: Rendering Techniques 2000: Proceedings of the Eurographics 
Workshop in Brno, Czech Republic, June 26– 28, 2000. Springer Vienna, Vienna, 2000, ch. 
Interactive Tone Mapping, pp. 219–230. 



Video tone-mapping

• Complicated transitions, both spatially and over time 
• Camera noise 
• Skin tones 
• Computational complexity 
• Memory consumption 
• Parameter tuning

The new challenges in tone-mapping of camera 
captured HDR video:



Evaluation of TMOs for HDR video
A first survey and evaluation of existing TMOs for 
tone-mapping of HDR video, using camera captured 
HDR video footage



G. Eilertsen, R. Wanat, R. K. Mantiuk, J. Unger / Evaluation of Tone Mapping Operators for HDR-Video

Operator Processing Intent Description

Visual adaptation
TMO [FPSG96]

Global VSS Use of data from psychophysical experiments to simulate adaptation over time, and effects such as
color appearance and visual acuity. Visual response model is based on measurements of threshold
visibility as in [War94].

Time-adaptation
TMO [PTYG00]

Global VSS Based on published psychophysical measurements [Hun95]. Static responses are modeled separately
for cones and rods, and complemented with exponential smoothing filters to simulate adaptation in
the temporal domain. A simple appearance model is also included.

Local adaptation
TMO [LSC04]

Local VSS Temporal adaptation model based on experimental data operating on a local level using bilateral
filtering.

Mal-adaptation
TMO [IFM05]

Global VSS Based on the work by Ward et al. [WLRP97] for tone mapping and Pattanaik et al. [PTYG00] for
adaptation over time. Also extends the threshold visibility concepts to include maladaptation.

Virtual exposures
TMO [BM05]

Local BSQ Bilateral filter applied both spatially for local processing, and separately in time domain for temporal
coherence.

Cone model
TMO [VH06]

Global VSS Dynamic system modeling the cones in the human visual system over time. A quantitative model of
primate cones is utilised, based on actual retina measurements.

Display adaptive
TMO [MDK08]

Global SRP Display adaptive tone mapping, where the goal is to preserve the contrasts within the input (HDR)
as close as possible given the characteristic of an output display. Temporal variations are handled
through a filtering procedure.

Retina model
TMO [BAHC09]

Local VSS Biological retina model where the time domain is used in a spatio-temporal filtering for local adapta-
tion levels. The spatio-temporal filtering, simulating the cellular interactions, yields an output with
whitened spectra and temporally smoothed for improved temporal stability and for noise reduction.

Color appearance
TMO [RPK⇤12]

Local SRP Display and environment adapted image appearance calibration, with localized calculations through
the median cut algorithm.

Temporal
coherence
TMO [BBC⇤12]

Local SRP Post-processing algorithm to ensure temporal stability for static TMOs applied to video sequences.
The authors use mainly Reinhard’s photographic tone reproduction [RSSF02], for which the algorithm
is most developed. Therefore, the version used in this survey is also utilising this static operator.

Camera TMO Global BSQ Represents the S-shaped tone curve which is used by most consumer-grade cameras to map the
sensor-captured values to the color gamut of a storage format. The curves applied were measured for
a Canon 500D DSLR camera, with measurements conducted for each channel separately. To achieve
temporal coherence, the exposure settings are anchored to the mean luminance filtered over time with
an exponential filter.

Table 1: List of tone mapping operators included in our survey. Processing refers to either global processing that is identical for
all the pixels within a frame or local processing that may vary spatially. Intent is the main goal of the operator, see Section 3.

Method. Four expert users tuned TMO parameters for
three video clips using the method of adjustment; the clips
used for that purpose were different from the ones in the
other experiments. The clips were played in a loop, with the
observer presented with a single slider to manipulate, allow-
ing the adjustment of a single parameter at a time. Since it
would be very time-consuming to generate a separate video
for all parameter values represented by each possible posi-
tion of the slider, only five video streams were pre-generated
for different parameter values. They were then decoded at
the same time, and the slider position indicated which clips
were blended together to approximate results for intermediate
parameter values. Because the parameter values were lin-
earized prior to running the experiment, interpolation errors
were found to be very small. To explore a multi-dimensional
space of TMO parameters, we used Powell’s conjugate direc-
tion method, [Pow64], for finding the minimum of a multi-
dimensional non-differentiable function. At least two full

iterations were completed before the final values were ac-
cepted. Finally, the observer-averaged parameters for these
four users were used for all of the following experiments.

6. Qualitative evaluation experiment

As a second step in our survey, we performed a qualitative
analysis of the selected TMOs with the goal of identifying
and tabulating their individual strengths and weaknesses. One
of the main reasons for the evaluation was the results from a
set of pilot studies, [EUWM13], showing the TMOs behaving
very differently in the time domain, with some TMOs suffer-
ing from ghosting or flickering artifacts, making a comparison
experiment difficult to interpret. To illustrate the TMOs tem-
poral behavior, Figure 3 show their response over time at
two pixel locations, denoted with a green and a red dot in
3a. Figures 3b - 3d show the responses for an input location
with low temporal variation (red), that is mainly dependent

c� 2014 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c� 2014 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd



Evaluation of TMOs for HDR video
• 11 video tone-mapping 

operators (with explicit 
model for temporal 
adaptation) 

• Categorization from intent 
• Visual system simulators 

(VSS) 
• Scene reproduction 

operators (SRP) 
• Best subjective quality 

operators (BSQ) 

• Qualitative evaluation 

• Subjective pair-wise 
comparison experiment

• EILERTSEN, G., WANAT, R., MANTIUK, R. K., UNGER, J. (2013): Evaluation of 
tone mapping operators for HDR-video. Computer Graphics Forum 32, 7, 275-284.
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Qualitative evaluation



Qualitative evaluation
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Subjective evaluation
• 7 tone-mapping operators 
• 5 HDR video sequences 
• Pairwise, non-reference, comparisons 
• Generally global operators favored over local ones
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HDR video tone-mapping, requirements
1. Temporal model free from artifacts such as flickering, ghosting and 

disturbing (too noticeable) temporal color changes.  

2. Local processing to achieve sufficient dynamic range compression in 
all circumstances while maintaining a good level of detail and contrast.  

3. Efficient algorithms, since large amount of data need processing, and 
turnaround times should be kept as short as possible.  

4. Low need for parameter tuning. 

5. Calibration of input data should be kept to a minimum, e.g. without the 
need of considering scaling of data. 

6. Capability of generating high quality results for a wide range of video 
inputs with highly different characteristics.  

7. Explicit treatment of noise and color. 



Temporal coherency
Strategies for dealing with temporal adaptation 
and ensuring coherency over time



• Temporal filtering 
• Parameters (those that depend on image statistics) 
• Tone-curve 
• Per-pixel (low-pass, bilateral, optical flow)

Temporal coherency



Temporal coherency

• FROEHLICH J., GRANDINETTI S., EBERHARDT B., WALTER S., SCHILLING 
A., BRENDEL H.: Creating Cinematic Wide Gamut HDR-Video for the Evaluation of 
Tone Mapping Operators and HDR-Displays. In Proc. SPIE 9023, Digital Photography X 
(2014), pp. 90230X–90230X–10. 

HDR video 
sequence from:



Temporal coherency

• BENNETT E. P., MCMILLAN L.: Video enhancement using per- pixel virtual exposures. 
ACM Trans. Graphics 24, 3 (2005), 845–852. 

Virtual 
exposures TMO:



Temporal coherency

• MANTIUK R., DALY S., KEROFSKY L.: Display adaptive tone mapping. ACM Trans. 
Graphics 27, 3 (2008), 68:1–68:10. 

Display 
adaptive TMO:



Temporal coherency

• VAN HATEREN J. H.: Encoding of high dynamic range video with a model of human 
cones. ACM Trans. Graphics 25 (2006), 1380– 1399. 

Cone model TMO:



Temporal coherency

• EILERTSEN G., MANTIUK R. K., UNGER J.: Real-time noise- aware tone 
mapping. ACM Trans. Graph. 34, 6 (Oct. 2015), 198:1– 198:15. 

Real-time noise-
aware TMO:



G. Eilertsen, R. Wanat, R. K. Mantiuk, J. Unger / Evaluation of Tone Mapping Operators for HDR-Video

(a) Frames of input sequence, with two measurement points indicated
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(b) Intensities at red point in (a)
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(c) Intensities at red point in (a)
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(d) Intensities at red point in (a)
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(e) Intensities at green point in (a)
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(f) Intensities at green point in (a)
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(g) Intensities at green point in (a)

Figure 3: (a) shows a set of frames from a 10 sec. HDR sequence, where two positions are marked with red and green. The tone
mapped intensity values of the different TMOs at these points are shown in (b)–(d) and (e)–(g), respectively, to illustrate the
TMOs temporal properties. The operators are roughly grouped in different plots according to their behavior over time.

are unacceptable. All artifacts are clearly exemplified in the
supplementary video and the full set of comments from the
observers can be found in the supplementary material.

7. Pairwise comparison experiment

The qualitative rating experiment delivered a number of use-
ful observations. However, such a direct rating method is
not sensitive to small differences between the results of two
operators. We also would like to know which operator pro-
duces the best results in terms of the VSS intent. Therefore,
we conducted a pair-wise comparison experiment for the 7
short-listed operators.

Method. In each trial the observers were shown two videos
of the same HDR scene tone-mapped using different oper-
ators and asked which one of them looked more similar to
what they imagined the scene would have looked like in real
life. The full pairwise design, in which each pair of TMOs
is compared, would require 5⇥ 1

2⇥7⇥6 = 105 comparisons,
making it too time-consuming. Instead, we used a reduced
design in which the Quicksort algorithm was used to reduce
the number of compared pairs [SF01, MTM12]. 18 observers
completed the experiment.

Results. Our result analysis is focused on practical signifi-
cance, which estimates what portion of the population will

select one operator as a better reproduction of a memorized
scene than the other. A convenient method to obtain such
information for pair-wise comparison data is JND scaling.
When 75% of observers select one condition over another, we
assume that the quality difference between them is 1 JND. To
scale the results in JND units we used the Bayesian method
of Silverstein and Farrell [SF01]. In brief, the method max-
imizes the probability that the collected data explains the
experiment under the Thurstone Case V assumptions. The
optimization procedure finds a quality value for each image
that maximizes the probability, which is modeled by the bi-
nomial distribution. Unlike standard scaling procedures, the
Bayesian approach is robust to unanimous answers, which are
common when a large number of conditions are compared.

The results of the pairwise-comparison experiment are
shown in Figure 5. The results are reported per scene rather
than averaged, because JND is a relative (interval) scale with
different absolute values per scene. The results differ between
scenes but there is also an observable pattern: The most fre-
quently preferred operators are Mal-adaptation TMO, Dis-
play adaptive TMO and Camera TMO. Cone model TMO and
Time-adaptation TMO were most often rejected. The practi-
cal difference between the best performing operators is not
very large for some clips, for example the three best operators
differ by at most 0.5 JND units for the Window clip. Interest-
ingly, Camera TMO was selected as the best in the Hallway

c� 2014 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c� 2014 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Temporal coherency



Temporal coherency
• Temporal filtering 

• Parameters 
• Tone-curve 
• Per-pixel (low-pass, bilateral, block matching, optical flow)

• Post-processing

• LANG M., WANG O., AYDIN T., SMOLIC A., GROSS M.: Practical temporal 
consistency for image-based graphics applications. ACM Trans. Graph. 31, 4 (July 2012), 
34:1–34:8. 

• BONNEEL N., TOMPKIN J., SUNKAVALLI K., SUN D., PARIS S., PFISTER H.: 
Blind video temporal consistency. ACM Trans. Graph. 34, 6 (Oct. 2015), 196:1–196:9. 

• Local methods

• GUTHIER B., KOPF S., EBLE M., EFFELSBERG W.: Flicker reduction in tone 
mapped high dynamic range video. In Proc. SPIE (2011), vol. 7866, pp. 78660C–78660C–
15. 

• BOITARD R., BOUATOUCH K., COZOT R., THOREAU D., GRUSON A.: Temporal 
coherency for video tone mapping. In Proc. SPIE 8499, Applications of Digital Image 
Processing XXXV (San Diego, 2012), pp. 84990D–84990D–10. 

• Global methods



Noise in tone-mapping
The problem of camera noise in the context of 
tone-mapping, and ways to alleviate it



Noise in tone-mapping
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• Increase of noise visibility 
• For non-linear mappings 
• For local TMOs 

• Noise reduction 
• Heavy-weight  
• Bilateral, optical flow, higher order (V-BM4D, etc.) 

• Noise-awareness 
• Light-weight 
• Control of noise visibility during tone-mapping

Noise in tone-mapping



Recent algorithms
Dedicated HDR video algorithms with focus on the 
problems inherent to camera captured HDR video



Temporal coherency TMO
• Enforcing global temporal coherency 

• Anchoring of key to maximum key of sequence 
• Considers all frames of the sequence 

• Attempt to prevent flickering AND brightness incoherencies 

• Applies to any TMO

• BOITARD R., BOUATOUCH K., COZOT R., THOREAU D., GRUSON A.: Temporal 
coherency for video tone mapping. In Proc. SPIE 8499, Applications of Digital Image 
Processing XXXV (San Diego, 2012), pp. 84990D–84990D–10. 

Figure 5: Post processing. The LDR luma is the output of the TMO, see Fig. 3. The object luma (green line)
variations have been reduced allowing a perception of the object through time stable. The maximum LDR luma
(orange line) is reduce to a smaller range in order to preserve temporal brightness coherency.

to preserve the relative brightnesses. This reduction is performed using a scaling function (Equation (5)) whose
shape is defined by the key video value V and the current frame key value F :

L

0
d =

F

V + F
· Ld , (5)

where L

0
d is the post processed LDR luma value and Ld is the output of the TMO. However, in the case of low

scaling value, the range is too small to represent a scene. To cope with this problem, we modify the slope of the
scaling function and add an user defined o↵set MinScale set by the user as shown in Equation (6):

L

0
d =

✓
MinScale+ (1�MinScale) · F

V + F

◆
· Ld . (6)

This method performs well regarding the two aforementioned aims. However, the proposed scaling function
works only for Reinhard’s technique and its derivative. To adapt our solution to Kang’s et al. or Ramsey’s et al.
techniques, we just need to compute new F and V values. However, adapting our method to another TMO is
not straightforward but possible with some changes in the scaling function.

In case the preservation of the perception of an object is not considered, we propose in the next subsection,
another method which works for every TMO.

3.4 Relative Brightness Preservation with any TMO

We want to devise a technique which adapts to any TMO. To this end, we propose a method which ignores the
preservation of object perception but ensures the temporal brightness coherency between frames of the sequence.
This solution works for any TMO.

Similarly to Tumblin and Rushmeier,11 whose operator’s goal is to ensure that the scene and display brightnesses
match, in our method the relative di↵erence of brightness between frames is preserved. To this end, the LDR
luma Ld is modified to satisfy the following equation:
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where the P are computed using Equation (1) and L

0
d is the post-processed LDR luma. This solution preserves

the relative HDR brightness levels in the LDR tone map results. Similarly to the previous section, where low
scale ratio results in artifacts, we use the modifications added in Equation (6).
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variations have been reduced allowing a perception of the object through time stable. The maximum LDR luma
(orange line) is reduce to a smaller range in order to preserve temporal brightness coherency.
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• Global temporal coherency TMO has problems with contrasts 
• One key value per zone 
• Zones from histogram segmentation

(a) Segmented key value histogram (b) Zone’s boundary and key value

Figure 9: Video segmentation for the UnderBridgeHigh sequence. (9a)
represents the segmented key value histogram where zj�>j+1

b represents the
video zone boundary between zones j and j+1. (9b) delimits the video zones
and plots the jth zone key value kj

z for each frame.

the scale ratio defined in equation 5. In this case, the key value ki,HDR
f of the

ith HDR frame is replaced by the key value of the jth zone of the ith HDR
frame ki,j,HDR

z . Similarly, the highest video zone’s key value of the HDR
sequence is denoted kHDR

vz while kLDR
vz denotes its corresponding LDR key

value.
At each video zone’s boundary, we define a blending zone (bz) containing

all the pixels whose luminance is close to this boundary up to a distance
�. To each pixel luminance within a bz, we assign a scale ratio s which is a
combination of those of the video zones sharing this boundary. This weighted
scale ratio prevents abrupt scale ratio changes that could cause high spatial
contrast not present in the HDR frame. � is a user-defined parameter in the
log domain. The weight wl of the lower scale ratio sl assigned to a pixel x
lying in a blending zone is defined as follows:

wl(x) =
exp

⇣
� (log(Lw(x))�log(bl))

2

2�2

⌘

sh + sl
, (6)

where the luminance bl represents the lower bound of bz. sh and sl are
the scale ratios, used in equation (5), of the two video zones sharing the
boundary and are used to normalize each weight. To compute the weight wh

of the higher scale ratio sh, bl is replaced by the higher bound bh in equation

13

Zonal temporal coherency TMO

• BOITARD R., COZOT R., THOREAU D., BOUATOUCH K.: Zonal brightness 
coherency for video tone mapping. Signal Processing: Image Communication 29, 2 (2014), 
229–246. 



Zonal temporal coherency TMO



Motion-path filtering TMO
• Base/detail separation 

• Permeability filter 

• Spatio-temporal 
filtering through motion 
paths (optical flow) 
• Temporal coherency 
• Noise reduction 

• Standard tone-curve

• AYDIN T. O., STEFANOSKI N., CROCI S., GROSS M., SMOLIC A.: Temporally 
coherent local tone mapping of HDR video. ACM Trans. Graphics 33, 6 (2014), 1–13. 

ties. In particular, Eilertsen et al. [2013] noted that even very small
amounts of ghosting and flickering in the tone mapped HDR videos
are unacceptable in practice.

3.2 Tone Mapping Pipeline

Recent subjective studies revealed that local TMOs (which usu-
ally maintain local contrast) are temporally unstable [Eilertsen et al.
2013]. Similarly, naı̈vely applying image TMOs to individual video
frames has been found to produce strong temporal artifacts [Eilert-
sen et al. 2013; Boitard et al. 2014a]. Global TMOs with relatively
simple processing steps are found to be less susceptible to temporal
artifacts, however they lack the contrast reproduction capabilities of
local operators. The temporal instability of local TMOs underlines
the necessity of temporal filtering for local video tone mapping.

IN
PU

T

Spatiotemporal
Filtering

Temporal
Filtering

Tone
Mapping

OUTPUT

HDR Frame

Base Layer Detail Layer Tone Mapped Frame

Backward Optical FlowForward Optical Flow

Figure 3: Major processing steps of our method. Refer to the text
for details.

Since filtering in the temporal domain is notably more challenging
than in the spatial domain, one can assume that the scene is static
and filter through a straight line in the temporal dimension [Ben-
nett and McMillan 2005]. However this approach generates strong
ghosting artifacts as in practice the static scene assumption rarely
holds. In contrast, Lang et al. [2012] propose a general purpose ap-
proach that filters through each pixel’s path over time. The down-
side of their method is that the path computation is performed glob-
ally over the whole video sequence, which therefore needs to be
kept in memory. As such, this approach becomes infeasible for
longer video sequences at high resolutions. Similarly, for such se-
quences Ye et al.’s [2014] method is prohibitively expensive as it
is reported to require over a minute to process a 800 ⇥ 600 frame
(moreover this method is not designed for tone mapping).

Our approach, similar to Durand and Dorsey [2002] and many oth-
ers, uses the idea of decomposing each frame into a base and detail
layer by utilizing an edge-aware filter, but with the key difference
of filtering in the temporal dimension by utilizing optical flow. The
main processing steps of our method are depicted in Figure 3. In our
approach, the base layer is obtained by edge-aware spatiotemporal
filtering of an HDR video cube consisting of a center frame and a
number of its temporal neighbors. This way, we reduce the effect
of illumination changes over time and enforce temporal coherence
in the base layer. The computation of the detail layer also involves
filtering the input HDR sequence, but only in the temporal dimen-
sion. This way we effectively reduce temporal artifacts with low
amplitude and high temporal frequency (such as camera noise and
brightness flicker) without sacrificing spatial resolution. While still
retaining a contrast reproduction capability comparable to Durand
and Dorsey’s image tone mapping framework, we also suppress

halo artifacts commonly observed in such frameworks through our
shift-variant filter that approximates a global solution.

(b) Temporal Neighborhood

(c) Spatial Permeability Map Computation

(d) Edge-aware Spatial Filtering

(e) Warping 

(g) Spatiotemporally 
Filtered HDR Frame 

(a) HDR Frame 

Figure 4: Spatiotemporal filtering process of a single HDR frame
within a temporal window. Brighter colors in (c) and (f) indicate
higher permeability. Steps (c, d) comprise the spatial filtering,
whereas (e, f) comprise the temporal filtering.

The spatiotemporal filtering is performed on a temporal neighbor-
hood and uses forward and backward optical flow estimates to
warp each frame’s temporal neighborhood, such that their pixels
are aligned on a straight line in time dimension. The temporal fil-
tering proceeds only if the temporal alignment is predicted to be
reliable. This way temporal consistency is enhanced while mini-
mizing ghosting. While our method is not bound to a specific op-
tical flow algorithm, in our implementation we use Zimmer et al.’s
approach [2011]. We mostly used the method’s standard parameters
and spent no special effort for fine-tuning the optical flow results,
but rather focused on developing measures that detect optical flow
errors (discussed in Section 4.3).

Our method’s spatiotemporal filtering process is depicted in Fig-
ure 4. For a single input HDR frame I

t

in the log domain (a), we
consider a number of consecutive past and future frames as the tem-
poral neighborhood (b). The optimal size of the temporal neighbor-
hood depends on the content and flow quality, however we empiri-
cally found that 10 frames in each direction works well in our im-
plementation. Next, for each frame in the temporal neighborhood
we compute a permeability map (c) which controls the spatial dif-
fusion between neighboring pixels. The permeability map is used
as an input to the spatial filtering process (d) and prevents filtering
across strong image edges. Specifically, the spatial part of our fil-
tering involves iterative application of the shift-variant spatial filter
h

s to the frame J

(k)
t

, where k denotes the iteration, and J

(0)
t

= I

t

.
The (k + 1)

th iteration result is computed as:

J

(k+1)
t

= J

(k)
t

⇤ hs
+ �

⇣
I

t

� J

(k)
t

⌘
, (1)

where � is a spatially and temporally varying weighting factor that
introduces a bias towards the original image (important for halo
reduction), and ⇤ denotes an ordinary shift-variant convolution with
filter hs. Our filtering approach is discussed in detail in Section 4.

Next, as the first step of the temporal part of the process in Figure 4,
we warp (e) the frames in the temporal neighborhood such that all
their pixels are aligned with the corresponding pixels of the input
HDR frame I

t

. The warping process uses forward and backward
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Motion-path filtering TMO



Real-time noise-aware TMO
• Aimed at addressing the most important challenges, as recognized 

from the previous evaluation 

• Tone-curve 
• Minimum contrast distortion 
• Local tone-curves 
• Temporal filter (low-pass IIR, edge-stop) 

• Detail preservation/enhancement 
• Fast detail extraction diffusion 
• Temporally consistent 

• Noise-awareness 

• Display adaptation 

• Real-time implementation

• EILERTSEN G., MANTIUK R. K., UNGER J.: Real-time noise- aware tone mapping. 
ACM Trans. Graph. 34, 6 (Oct. 2015), 198:1– 198:15. 



Edge-pres. filter
(fast detail extraction 

diffusion)

Local tone-curves
(noise-aware minimum 

contrast distortion)

Noise model

Noise-awareness
(scaling of detail layer)

Display adaptation
(inverse display model)

HDR input

Detail layerBase layer

Tone mapping



Real-time noise-aware TMO



Real-time noise-aware TMO



• New challenges as compared to tone-mapping of static images 
• Temporal coherency 
• Noise 
• Computational complexity 
• Etc. 

• Dedicated video algorithms 
• Zonal temporal coherency TMO 
• Motion-path filtering TMO 
• Real-time noise-aware TMO 

• Future directions 
• Colors, skin tones 
• Parameter adjustments

Summary


